
Girl Power  Poems

 “Girl Power”
 

Getting things done 
Independently standing up for people 

who are getting bullied
Running an after-school group to unite girls of color

Learning to be the best I can be 
Pretty in different ways

Owning up to my mistakes 
Working together to help each other succeed 

Encouraging my teammates to strive for excellence 
Respecting humans of all colors and sizes 
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 ‘We are Strong and Beautiful Soccer Players”
 

We are..
I am nice.
I am good.

I am friendly.
I am caring.
I am smart.

We are all beautiful.
 

We wonder…
I wonder if I will ever go back to Zambia.

I wonder if my family in Congo is missing me.
I wonder how my friends and family are doing 

in Puerto Rico.
I wonder how my grandma is doing.

I wonder when I will see my family again.
 

We hear…
I hear laughter.
I hear music.

I hear birds singing.
I hear the ocean.

I hear everybody around me.

https://youtu.be/GV3L4HX1uCg


"We are Strong and Beautiful Soccer Players"
(cont.)

  We see…
I see tall buildings.

I see flowers.
I see my friends.

I see trees.
I see beautiful people.

 

We want…
I want to graduate high school.

 I want COVID to be over.
I want people to be happy.
I want people to be healthy.

I want to see my family.
 

We are all strong and beautiful soccer players!
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“Untitled”

I am a girl who likes to imagine and what I imagine
Is me on the beaches with a cold wind you listen
To in a house decorated with things from the sea.
I am a girl who likes to imagine and what I imagine

Is me and may aunt in a house of cookies and
 A whole world where you always laugh and

Don’t cry about pressing things to see or hear.
I am a girl who likes to imagine and what I imagine is 

Me and my family in a world having beautiful girls
Where everything is shining, nothing without shine

Everything is happy without a trace of sadness.
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